REFINITIV®
INFRASTRUCTURE 360 APP
Insights on global infrastructure developments from ideation to completion
An LSEG Business
Infrastructure is crucial for development. From transport systems to power-generation facilities, it provides the services that enable countries to function and economies to thrive. Encompassing everything from telecommunications, health and education to energy, clean water and sanitation, improvements in infrastructure imply improved economies, environments and societies.

Historically seen as the remit of governments and international development banks, institutional and private investment in public infrastructure has been steadily increasing over the last two decades. The long term and diversified nature of infrastructure projects, and the strong return profile, has seen the asset class gain increasing interest from the fund management and pension fund industry.

Lower interest rates have further encouraged greater focus on alternative assets, with 200+ private funds launched in recent years, totaling ~$125 billion in assets under management. With added shift towards ESG, an estimated ~$6.9 trillion investment gap is identified to achieve the sustainability goals of the Paris Agreement.

The ongoing economic consequences of COVID-19 and historical under-investment in certain regions are likely to result in increased private sector investment in infrastructure over the medium term, as governments seek to re-balance finances.
DATA IS THE FUEL OF DEVELOPMENT

The key to the success and growth of development projects will depend on transparent access to data, information and insights. Investors need to understand, analyze and deliver profitability for any capital employed.

Refinitiv has the most comprehensive set of news, data, insights and analytics available on global infrastructure developments from rumor to close, including deal structuring, financing, risk profiling, regulatory compliance and lender, investor and advisor profiles.

Our partnership with the world’s premier news source, Reuters, in combination with infrastructure financing intelligence from PFI, enables investors, state institutions, asset managers and corporations to make informed decisions that maximize returns.

Enhanced due diligence and surveillance tools further enable coverage of the compliance of these projects, minimizing risks of financial malpractice across the end-to-end value chain.

With Refinitiv’s data and insights, you will be able to confidently:

• Analyze trends in infrastructure investment
• Manage risks associated with infrastructure
• Monitor progress across multiple projects
• Understand relationships between various stakeholders
• Build and deploy investable assets
• Leverage precedent and ongoing transactions for due diligence, structuring and valuation
REFINITIV ADVANTAGE

Infrastructure 360 combines more than 45 years of leading content from Project Finance International (PFI), BRI Connect, Refinitiv® Lipper®, MENA Projects, Refinitiv® Deals Intelligence, Refinitiv® DataStream, loans, Reuters News and ESG to bring together the world’s most comprehensive view of infrastructure and project finance-related insight.

Detailed insight into project participants, schedule and financing via the EXPLORE tab
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For Project Finance</th>
<th>For Research</th>
<th>For Investment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keep updated with the latest stories and insights on developments from across the infrastructure world with Reuters News</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track macro and micro economic activity with global/regional economic indicators</td>
<td>Visibility into industry directionality, demographics, regulatory and political risks</td>
<td>Quantify and analyze the addressable market and regional or industry trends through aggregation of data across key sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track, benchmark and value progress on 55,000+ projects from inception to completion</td>
<td>Benchmark project and funding performance and the impact on economies, regions and industries</td>
<td>Qualify opportunities through enhanced screening and filtering capabilities and expose key data including rumours, loans and tenders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automate alerts and model the impact of deviations in project performance</td>
<td>Generate investment ideas based on regional trends, average yields and returns</td>
<td>Harness information at a deal level across the full value chain (bidding, won/lost status) to understand competitive landscape and identify new opportunities for clients and sponsors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screen and audit underlying performance from project financing to fund levels</td>
<td></td>
<td>Screen for potential investments and understand the performance and metrics of precedent transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify likelihood of project delays and impact on critical path and cash flows</td>
<td>Integrate ESG factors to meet demands for sustainable investing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE A TO Z OF GLOBAL INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENTS

A comprehensive understanding of all relevant projects is key to capitalizing on developments in the global infrastructure domain: their origin, financing, the entities involved and the target output and offtake.
With Refinitiv’s breadth and depth of data, insights and the flexible technologies enabling access to them, you are never more than a click away from insights needed to inform smarter decisions.

Infrastructure 360 provides access to a workflow that follows the deal and underlying project life cycle from pre-construction, to construction, to ongoing project analysis, providing comprehensive project information and valuation and mark-to-market tools.

**News** - Latest stories, insights and updates on developments from across the world

**Macro & micro economic activity** - Historic and current updates on global/regional economic indicators

**Fundamentals** - Company, commodities, equities, bonds and many other areas of coverage for a transparent insight on all fundamentals

**Benchmark and indices** - Fund level, asset-class oriented and or global/regional focus indicators

**Screening & surveillance** - Stakeholder and/or entity level screening and due diligence support for comprehensive value chain monitoring

**Real time league tables** – Includes loans, bonds, advisors, arrangers, mandates and sectors

**Project level data** - Global and regional focused information on 55,000+ projects from 100+ countries

**Deals** - Screening and analyzing of precedent transactions and bonds issued in this space with unmatched content on participants, structures, terms/pricing and valuation

Utilize quick filters in the NEWS tab to receive timely updates on a specific industry sector, company type or location.
Infrastructure 360 is available on Refinitiv Workspace for Investment Bankers

Refinitiv Workspace brings together all the content and functionality the investment banking community needs, now using cutting-edge browser design and AI-powered technology to perform even faster across desktop, Web and mobile, offering a unique, customized environment.
Search GINFR in Refinitiv Workspace for Investment Bankers to get started with Infrastructure 360.

To learn more and speak to our experts visit: refinitiv.com/en/infrastructure-investing